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About This Game

Jump and fly your way through danger in this rhythm-based action platformer!

Prepare for a near impossible challenge in the world of Geometry Dash. Push your skills to the limit as you jump, fly and flip
your way through dangerous passages and spiky obstacles.

Game Features

 Rhythm-based Action Platforming!

 Lots of levels with unique soundtracks!

 Build and share your own levels using the level editor!

 Thousands of high quality user generated levels!

 Unlock new icons and colors to customize your character!

 Fly rockets, flip gravity and much more!

 Use practice mode to sharpen your skills!
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 Lots of achievements and rewards!

 Challenge yourself with the near impossible!

 Steam users get two exclusive unlockable icons!
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Very Simple game, but also quite fun.
Lots of Levels to play through with higher and higher difficulty, altho to be honest, the difficulty is remembering the levels
mostly.
Many unlockable little things, which i always enjoy(as long as it is ingame currency which it is, thank god)
The MUSIC, oh the music is fantastic, some of the music is good, some of it is FANTASTIC.
Do get this if you want a simple game to burn time, or to grind out the achievements which i am sure can be really fun.
. played it a bit. it's ok.. I want to die. I've been playing a pirated copy of this game on my phone around 2015 to 2017, and I
loved it
I've beaten Stereo Madness to Electroman Adventures around 3 times because of that, and that helped develop a lot more of
patience-based skills, and allowed me to meet great songs from indie musicians from Newgrounds too.

Serioulsy, play it, it's worth your time. It's really good when you are bored and also for the hardcore gamers. I'ts a win-win like
come on.. This game is awesome!!!!!! It's makes you rage, but it is soooooo addicting. Only problem is that this game does not
update frequently. 2.1 came out like 2 years ago rob. WHAT ARE YA WAITING FOR!? GO PLAY THIS GAME.!!!. I have a
big history with this game. I first bought it on Mobile in April of 2015, and then eventually bought this in July the same year. I
spent mostly spent 2015 trying to beat the main levels and then beat Deadlocked in early 2016. I then played online levels and
beat some difficult levels. As of May 14th 2019, I have beaten 106 demons. I don't play it as much as I used too, but, the
amount of hours that I have in this game shows how big my history of it is.. Geometry Dash, a platform game inspired by the
Impossible Game. It has better visuals, an online community and decent graphics for what it is though they are relatively bad.
There is a level editor that allows you to post online levels, the editor can take a while to learn but creating is simple. Most of the
game is built around the online community as there are only 21 official levels at the moment. One thing to point out is that you
can be very creative with the level editor, it has tons of combinations. GD Flaaroni made a video on how many possible level
combinations there are in geometry dash, there are more than trillions of combinations which makes me think that the level
editor is pretty unlimited. The game is very badly optimised it lags out on some levels for some reason and my computer doesn't
lag on higher quality games. Unfortunately, the community is pretty bad like most other communities. Also if you are someone
who cares about the online game then just note that your level will most likely not get featured because the creator of the game
features generic trash by famous creators, so most levels are bland and unoriginal kind of like pop music (opinion no hate). Also
the creator wont work on the game tbh I hope he sells it to another company because he said 2.2 would come out almost 3 years
ago and it never has. The game is pretty good but it is not well maintained and frequently crashes but whatever I guess i'll just
deal with that anyways I rate I like almost 4\/5.
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By far the funnest game of all time. I have spend over 20 hours on this game and I love it.\ud83d\ude01\ud83d\udd25
. 2.2 please good game though. A Frustrating but amazing game.Don't want to play and can't get enough at the same
time.Amazing Music for every level.Definitely a must buy game, recommend to buy to every gamer and music lover out there..
I think this is a really cool game, I'm not very good at it but I have had a lot of fun playing it.. it is very of the fun. SOOO
MUCH CONTENT FOR SOO LITTLE PRICE. This game is epic!
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